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Description
Update the documentation on theforeman.org to include instructions on how to remove the Foreman Salt plugin cleanly?
Also explicit instructions regarding upgrading between major versions of Foreman where a new Salt plugin version is required as well. ie 1.6 to 1.7 and 1.7 to 1.8

Matt
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Related to Foreman - Feature # 3588: Uninstall plugins - from GUI or command ...
New 11/06/2013

History
#1 - 07/17/2015 07:43 AM - Stephen Benjamin
- Related to Feature #3588: Uninstall plugins - from GUI or command line added

#2 - 07/17/2015 07:45 AM - Stephen Benjamin

Update the documentation on theforeman.org to include instructions on how to remove the Foreman Salt plugin cleanly?

Most Foreman plugins don't clean up after themselves correctly after installation, it's a problem that needs solving + testing to ensure it works correctly. For now, all I can recommend is uninstalling the packages. The data will stay in the database.

Also explicit instructions regarding upgrading between major versions of Foreman where a new Salt plugin version is required as well. ie 1.6 to 1.7 and 1.7 to 1.8

Just the normal Foreman upgrade procedure. If there’s special steps for foreman_salt, I’ll put it in the release notes for the particular release.

Each major version of foreman_salt tends to be compatible with one particular version. e.g foreman_salt 2.x goes with foreman 1.8.